Is there anything wrong with modern political campaigns? Watching democracy unfold in the media these days can be like watching a boxing match. We cheer when the candidate of our choice throws in a good punch-line or skillfully dodges a question, and boo disapprovingly when the opposition does the same. In the large broadcasted arena that shapes political campaigns these days many modern forms of communication are at the politician’s disposal, for us to admire or frown upon: targeting, priming, spinning, framing... Quite often they are talked about as if together they form one comprehensive strategy, but they are all distinct forms of communication which must be judged on their own character and merit. Among these spin is an important one. In many modern democracies spin has gained a much discussed presence, already well-established in the United States but also prominent during the Blair government in the UK and since the early noughties even reported on in the Netherlands. In short, spin is a communicative practice which aims at achieving beneficial reporting on facts. This can either be done by appearing as a speaker in the media or by influencing journalists’ reporting. This practice is considered by many to be both a permanent and a harmful feature of modern-day Western democratic campaigns. Until recently philosophy had paid almost no attention to it, but in a recent article Neil Manson gives a thorough analysis of the phenomenon, without however taking up the normative question: is spin wrong? This is the question I want to start answering here. I will argue that spin poses both an ethical and a democratic problem. However, the fierceness of our judgment may depend on whether we believe it was done for a good cause — which itself may be subject to political discussion.

What is spin?

Before we analyze spin as a practice, let us briefly look at what the function of spin is in political campaigns. An important insight in recent political communication literature is that campaigns are often not decided by which politician has the most convincing arguments, but by which topics are actually paid attention to and what elements are considered decisive in judging these issues. The media play an important role in this, but campaigns can attempt to influence which topics are most talked about — this is referred to as agenda-setting (Scheufele 2000). Through the way they communicate they can also attempt to influence how these topics are perceived, that is, what is considered the central problem and what values are at stake. By employing such techniques campaigns have been shown to affect voters in indirect ways, through successfully conveying information, setting the agenda by influencing the media, and by setting the ‘yardstick’ for how voters measure candidates (Iyengar and Simon 2000). There are at least two ways of exerting such influence; one is by strategically shaping your own communication — often referred to as ‘staying on message’ (Norris et al. 1999) — and the other is by trying to influence journalists (Esser et al. 2000).

These two tactics indicate what spin is intended to achieve: as both the agenda and the criteria for evaluating the topics matter greatly for campaign success and both are largely determined by the media, campaigns use spin to attempt to influence the selection of topics and the phrasing to match their own priorities. What then differentiates spin from other forms of communication? The fact that it is selective does not seem specific enough. After all, we always select what to speak of when we communicate. However, the reason that motivates the selection defines spin:
we may either report the truth selectively, based on our sincere belief about what is relevant to report, or we may select strategically, based on the effect we want to achieve with our listeners. Only in the latter case are we dealing with spin (Manson 2012). Spin is thus different from promotion; it is not simply the communication of some positive fact, it is the strategic choice to communicate only certain topics (topic selection) or aspects of those topics (aspect selection), in a selection of words which support the strategic purpose (lexical selection). It is different from lying in that it is not necessarily untruthful: it may select parts or aspects of the truth. However, it does always involve a ‘gap’ between ‘the speaker’s first-order interpretation (which, inevitably, will be selective in some way or other) and her constructed interpretation (one which is constructed in the service of promotional ends)’ (Manson 2012: 204).

Manson gives us solid ground on which to start answering the normative questions concerning spin: can we justify ethical or political objections against it? However, even though Manson claims only to provide an analysis of spin, he does make some normative headway by arguing that spin is in itself not a form of deception. Spin, he argues, is not deceptive in its intention, so even though spin doctors may be culpable of deceptive effects, and they may deceive regarding their own standpoint, in spinning they do not deceive as such. In the remainder of this article I will argue that in fact spin is deceptive, and examine whether this is enough to condemn the practice of spin or whether we may need other arguments.

Spin as deception

The reasons Manson gives for not considering spin deceptive differ with regards to aspect selection and lexical selection. In the latter case, he claims, spin is deceptive, but only because it deceives regarding the real beliefs of the speaker. To use Manson’s own example, when someone says ‘crime has skyrocketed’ when she would not as a first-order judgment have made the claim in those terms, the speaker deceives the audience regarding the sincerity of her evaluation; after all, her statement only has the intended effect when we assume that she is sincere (Manson 2012: 210-211). This ground for calling spin deceptive however seems to miss the mark. It is true that we assume a speaker is sincere and that we therefore feel misled, but that is not what we are primarily deceived about; it is only a functional form of deception, just as when we are lied to we are also deceived about the speaker’s sincerity. Primarily we are deceived about the facts: we have been given a wrong impression of them, of what they mean at least. Manson argues against this idea by saying that many impressions could be true and so we cannot say that an untruthful evaluation gives us a wrong impression – it is simply an insincere one. But this is mistaken when it comes to examples such as his own, because the phrase ‘crime has skyrocketed’ certainly does convey a factual impression of the world. After hearing it we believe that crime has risen greatly, quickly and suddenly, that the rise is of an exceptional nature (to warrant such strong terminology) and that the result is that crime is now at a very high level. Of course it is true that there may be differences in how people evaluate facts and so this particular evaluation can be disputed, but we can still decide whether it is a right interpretation of the facts or not, and so it is not wholly personal. This becomes clear once we consider an example in which only the personal convictions of a politician are at stake, such as when she comments on the crime statistics by saying that she is disgusted, when she in fact did believe them to be very bad but had no feelings about that whatsoever. We may still consider this deception, but an important element is missing which was present in the ‘crime has skyrocketed’ case: it conveys no beliefs other than one about the politician’s state of mind.

The case of aspect selection is interesting too. Manson claims that we cannot regard aspect-selective spin as unequivocally deceptive. It can be deceptive in its effects but it is an empirical matter whether it is or not, as spunned communication goes out to a very wide range of people and may affect all differently. A more promising line of argument would be to claim that spin is deceptive because it necessarily aims at deception, but according to Manson this is not the case. Spin may have the intention to deceive, i.e. to instill a false belief in its audience, but it may also aim at maintaining ignorance or at simply not inducing a certain belief (Manson 2012: 209). In these latter cases, Manson argues, deception is not intended (even though it may very well result from it) and so these instances of spin are not deceptive as such.
The problem of spin

So spin is a form of deception, but is it bad? We might think that deceiving is not as bad as lying. Politicians who use spin seem to think that we think this, which would partly explain their choice for employing elaborate techniques in order to avoid not only truth-telling but also lying.1 However, making a distinction between lying and deceiving disregards the fact that the intended effect, as was just shown, is the same in both cases: to instill a false belief in the recipient. When asked: ‘Do the tougher crime laws work?’ the answer might be untrue — ‘yes’ — or deceptive: ‘Both burglary rates and street violence have gone down’ (ignoring that these are not the targets of the new crime laws). Both will leave the audience with a similar belief about the tougher crime laws, so why should we consider the deceptive answer to be less bad? We should not, as Jennifer Saul has convincingly argued (2012). She shows that none of the justifications which could support the difference actually hold. In the second case the audience acquires the belief through inference rather than by being given it directly, but ethically this makes no difference; conversational implicatures make certain inferences a necessary consequence of the beliefs we hold, and have to hold, about people we communicate with. Therefore such inferences too fall within the speaker’s responsibility.

Lying and deceiving may be as bad, yet in both cases we may judge more mildly depending on the intended effect. A lie told for a good cause is a lesser crime than one told for some self-interested purpose. Here judging becomes complicated, for in politics the people who are the victims of the deceit could also be considered its beneficiaries; after all, the deception is done to achieve certain political goals on the citizen’s behalf. However, this is only a mitigating circumstance when we agree that the goal that is aimed at is in fact good. Whether we believe this depends on evaluations which are themselves subject to political debate.

There is however another problem with spin, one which is missing from Manson’s analysis. There are after all two types of spin techniques: directly through appearances in the media, but also indirectly by trying to influence journalists’ reports on issues. Is this deception too? That seems implausible. We may not always know what happens between ‘spin doctors’ and journalists, but we may reasonably assume that journalists do not expect politicians’ press officers to be always cooperative in their communication. Their relationship is strategic; both press officers and journalists have a clear purpose and the appropriate attitude for both is one of distrust and control rather than of trust. Deception, which trades on a basis of trust, seems difficult to establish within such a relationship. However, the strategic communication between press officers and journalists can itself be a problem. For press officers there are many ways to influence media reports, such as establishing ‘quid pro quo’ type relationships with certain journalists using scoops or exclusive information as trade, by simply maintaining friendly relationships with them, by obstructing their possibilities to ask questions or to do research, or by exer-
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1 Manson of course notes that spin is preferred to lying in order to avoid the risk of being found out, which is easier in the case of a lie than in the case of selection.